2018 NATIVE TREES & SHRUBS

Why Native Trees & Shrubs? Native plants have the genetic ability to overcome the challenges of disease, weather and insects – they are already adapted to your environment. The effective use of Native plant species supports the concept of sustainable landscapes - requiring less maintenance, watering, fertilizer & pesticide use as well as reducing soil erosion and providing natural wildlife habit. Restore your landscape and preserve the local native heritage.

Increased survivability + reduced maintenance = a successful planting for our customers.

Why Ohana Farms? Native trees & shrubs represent a large percentage of our production. The plants Ohana Farms designates as Native are from hardy Northern seed sources. We also grow “Nativars” or cultivars of Native Species which are selected for superior traits or reliability. Natives have a proven performance record in our tough, Northern Illinois climate. Most of our native container grown plants are produced in special root-making fabric pots – so your plant starts with a dense, fibrous, easily transplanted root system. Most of our larger field grown Native Trees are grown in specialized root pruning fabric bags – which make for a similar much improved root system, lower weight root balls and outstanding transplant results. We pride ourselves on providing quality plants and quality service, at fair prices.

WE HAVE GONE GREEN... WE NO LONGER PRINT CATALOGS
Our effort to provide you with the highest quality plants at the lowest possible prices. Good for the environment & good for our customers!

*** OUR COMPLETE AVAILABILITY & PRICING CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE ***

TO ORDER...
- Call or email... Many species sell out quickly - We highly suggest ordering in advance!
- Or... see us and order your trees & shrubs at the following events:
  - Annual Pre-Season Tree & Shrub Sale & Open House at our Marengo Farm April 2018.
  - Call for Dates/Times
- Ohana Farms Native Plant Sale - at our Marengo Farm September 2018 Call for dates/times.
- Autumn Drive Festival - at our Marengo Farm October 2018 Call for dates/times.
- Check our website - for updates on additional events and Native Plant Sales.

TO PICK-UP YOUR ORDER...
- At our Marengo Farm... We are wholesale growers of top quality landscape trees & shrubs – primarily for professional, green industry buyers. Direct sales to the public are available at wholesale terms – please order your plant material in advance and also note that other than advertised sale dates, all pick-ups and farm visits are by appointment only. Payment is by cash, check or electronic check. WE DO NOT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS.
- Delivery to your location is available. Professional installation of our plant material by our crew is also an option, or we can refer you to one of our green industry partners if you require more extensive landscape design or construction services.

NATIVES TREES & SHRUBS - EVERGREENS - SHADE & ORNAMENTAL TREES - SHRUBS
BARE ROOT - CONTAINER GROWN - FRESH DUG B&B - FIELD GROWN ROOT BAG
HOLIDAY DÉCOR - TREES, WREATHS, ROPING, CENTERPIECES
815-568-8477
www.ohana-farms.com
ACER RUBRUM  RED MAPLE
ACER SACCHARUM  SUGAR MAPLE
AESCULUS GLabra  OHIO BUCKEYE
AESCULUS PARVILOTRA  BOTTLEBRUSH BUCKEYE
AMELANCIE ABREOA  DOWNY SERVICEBERRY / JUNEBEERRY
AMELANCIE CANADENSIS  SHADDBLOW SERVICEBERRY
AMELANCIE LAEVIS  SMOOTH / ALLEGANY SERVICEBERRY
ARONIA ARBUTIFOLIA  RED CHOEKERRY
ARONIA MELANOCARPA  BLACK CHOKEBERRY
ASIMINA TRILOBA  PAW PAW
BETULA NIGRA  RIVER BIRCH
CARPINUS CAROLINIANA  MUSCLEWOOD/AMERICAN HORNBEAM
CARYA OVATA  SHAGBARK HICKORY
CATALPA SPECIOSA  NORTHERN CATALPA
CEANOThUS AMERICUS  NEW JERSEY TEA
CEPHALANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS  BUTTONBUSH
CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS  COMMON HACKBERRY
CERCIS CANADENSIS  EASTERN REDBUD
CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICUS  FRINGETREE
CLADRASTRIS KENTUKEA  AMERICAN YELLOWWOOD
CRATAEGUS CRUSGALLI  COCKSPUR HAWTHORN
CRATAEGUS PHAENOPYRUM  WASHINGTON HAWTHORN
CORNUS ALTERNIFOLIA  PAGODA DOGWOOD
CORNUS STOLONIFERA  RED OSIER DOGWOOD
CORNUS AMOUM  SILKY DOGWOOD
CORYLUS AMERICANA  HAZELNUT
EUONYMUS AUTOPURPUREA  WAHOO
GYMNOCLADUS DICUS  KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE
HAMAMELIS VIRGINIANA  COMMON WHITCHHAZEL
HAMAMELIS VERNALIS  VERNAL WHITCHHAZEL
HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS  SMOOTH HYDRANGEA
HYDRANGEA QUERCIFOLIA  OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA
HYPERICUM KALMIANUM  ST. JOHSWORT
ILEX VERTICILLATA  WINTERBERRY HOLLY
JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA  RED CEDAR
LIQUIDAMBAR STYACIFLUA  SWEETGUM
LINDERA BENZOIN  SPICEBUSH
LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA  TULIP TREE
NYSSA SYLVAUTICA  BLACK GUM / BLACK TUPELO
OSTRYA VIRGINIANA  AMERICAN HOPHORNBEAM / IRONWOOD
PHYSOCARPUS OPULIFOLIUS  NINEBARK
PINUS STROBUS  WHITE PINE
PINUS STROBUS  WHITE PINE
PLANTANUS OCCIDENTALIS  SYCAMORE
PRUNS AMERICANA  AMERICAN PLUM
QUERCUS ALBA  WHITE OAK
QUERCUS BICOLOR  SWAMP WHITE OAK
QUERCUS COCCINEA  SCARLET OAK
QUERCUS ELLIPSIDIALIS  HILLS OAK
QUERCUS IMBRICARIA  SHINGLE OAK
QUERCUS MACROCARPA  BUR OAK
QUERCUS MUEHLENBERGII  CHINKAPIN OAK
QUERCUS RUBRA  RED OAK
QUERCUS VELUTINA  BLACK OAK
RHUS AROMATICA  FRAGRANT SUMAC
RHUS GLabra  SMOOTH SUMAC
RHUS TYPHINA  STAGHORN SUMAC
SAMBUCUS CANADENSIS  ELDERBERRY
TAXODIUM DISTICHUM  BALD CYPRESS
THUJA OCCIDENTALIS  WHITE CEDAR / AMERICAN ARBORVITAE
TILLA AMERICANA  AMERICAN LINDEN, BASSWOOD
VIBURNUM DENTATUM  ARROWWOOD VIBURNUM
VIBURNUM LANTANA  MOHICAN VIBURNUM
VIBURNUM LENTAGO  NANNYBERRY VIBURNUM
VIBURNUM PRUNIFOLIUM  BLACKHAW VIBURNUM
VIBURNUM TRILUM  AMERICAN CRANBERRY VIBURNUM
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